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Executive Summary
Blueland Farms Limited has made an application for a Category 1, Class A license
under the Aggregate Resources Act for 20.75 hectares on Part of Lot 12, Concession 2
EHS, in the Town of Caledon, Regional Municipality of Peel.
The proposed pit is located on the west side of the Heart Lake Road, approximately 500
metres north of the Escarpment Side Road. There are active aggregate pits to the west
of the site. The remainder of the lands surrounding the site are in rural residential and
agricultural use.
The proposed McCormick Pit is outlined on the site plans prepared by Harrington
McAvan Ltd. dated October, 2017. Aggregate will be extracted from above the water
table using front end loaders and transported by conveyor or front end loaders, to a
crusher in the northwest corner of the property, then transported by conveyor or front
end loaders to Pit Licence 19073 (Caledon Sand & Gravel) for further processing.
Material from below the water table will be extracted using a drag line or excavator.
An annual tonnage limit of 750,000 Tonnes is proposed for the Pit. Extraction operations
will be restricted to weekdays 07:00-19:00.
To ensure compatibility with the existing acoustic environments at the nearest sensitive
receptors, suitable noise limits have been established for the operations in the proposed
pit. Noise control measures were designed to ensure that the sound levels from the pit
will comply with provincial limits and have been incorporated in the site and operating
plans. The recommended noise control measures include:
•

Restrictions on the numbers and types of extraction and processing equipment,
the noise emissions of the equipment, and the areas of operation.

•

Berming and local shielding requirements.

Incorporation of the recommended noise control measures will ensure that the
aggregate extraction and processing operations in the McCormick Pit will comply with
the Ministry noise guidelines.
Note that this report is an update to previously submitted reports, and supersedes all
previous reports.
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Introduction

Blueland Farms Limited has made an application for a Category 1 Class A license for
20.75 hectares on Part of Lot 12, Concession 2 EHS, in the Town of Caledon, Region of
Peel. Noise control has been recognized as one of the basic parameters in designing the
proposed operation. Aercoustics Engineering Limited was retained to assist in the
design process with responsibility for advising on appropriate noise limits and
methodology for compliance.
The existing noise environment was evaluated and the noise criteria for the operations
were defined based on the Ministry of Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) and
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) guidelines. Operational methods,
equipment, site plans and scheduling were considered and modified as necessary to
achieve compliance with the noise objectives.
The neighbouring pits will be receiving the material shipment from McCormick pit after
an initial processing through a crusher and further process the material on their grounds.
The McCormick operations will include loaders, dragline, and a primary crusher that will
be located in the northwest corner of the property. Existing/background noise from the
adjacent operations was considered and evaluated the impact of the proposed
operations at the McCormick pit. The volumes will not be changing within McCormick.
Therefore, a cumulative assessment will not be needed due to the fact the neighbouring
pit will not change in volume of processing.
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Description of the Site and Surrounding Area

Figure 1 shows the proposed McCormick Pit and surrounding area including the
representative residential receptors. The site is located on the west side of Heart Lake
Road approximately 500 metres north of the Escarpment Side Road. The surrounding
lands vary between flat and rolling terrain. With the exception of the existing pits that
border the site to the west, these lands are within the Niagara Escarpment Rural Area
and Natural Environment Area.
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Existing Noise Environment

The representative residences surrounding the site are identified on Figure 1 as
R01-R14. All residences with the exception of R05 and R14 have an ambient acoustical
environment consistent with the Class 3 classification as defined by the MOECC
Publication NPC-300. This is reserved for a rural area with a prevailing acoustical
environment that is generally defined by natural sounds with little or no road traffic.
Residences R05 and R14 have an ambient acoustical environment consistent with the
Class 2 classification as defined by the MOECC Publication NPC-300. In a Class 2 area,
the background sound levels during the daytime (07:00-19:00) are defined by man-made
sources and in the evening and nighttime periods, natural sounds are typically dominant.
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Residence R5 is located in relatively close proximity to Heart Lake Road where the
background sound levels are defined by road traffic. The background sound levels at the
residences represented by R14 will be defined by the operations in the adjacent pits.
It should be noted that residence R04 is located within the McCormick Pit extraction
limits and will be removed, and has not been shown in the calculations or figures.
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Criteria For Acceptability of Noise From a
Stationary Source

The applicable limits for noise from a stationary source at a sensitive point of reception
in a Class 2 area and a Class 3 area are outlined in Table 1. These limits are defined in
the MOECC Publication NPC-300.
Table 1: Sound Level Limits for a Stationary Source - One Hour LEQ (dBA)
Time of Day
07:00-19:00
19:00-07:00

Class 2
50
45

Class 3
45
40

* or the background sound level, whichever is higher

The noise from a stationary source at a sensitive point of reception should not exceed
these limits in any hour. At the receptors in the area of the McCormick Pit, the ambient
acoustical environment is such that the exclusion limits outlined above will be the
applicable sound level limits for the pit.
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Operations

The site plans outline the phasing of extraction, and the sequence and direction of
operations in each phase. In general terms, the types of work consist of site preparation,
extraction, and site rehabilitation.
Site preparation includes the construction of the berms and visual screens specified on
the site plan. Topsoil and overburden will be removed and berms constructed as
required. This work will be done primarily with bulldozers, scrapers, trucks, loaders and
excavators. Rehabilitation phases will involve similar equipment in establishing the final
grading for the site.
The resource located above the water table will be extracted using one or two front end
loaders. A drag line or excavator will be used to extract below the water table. All
material will be transported by loaders from the working face to the crusher/conveyer site
located in the north-west area of the site. The equipment operating at the
crusher/conveyer site will just include two rock trucks. There is no trucking access
proposed off Heart Lake Road. The annual tonnage limit will be 750,000 Tonnes for the
proposed for the McCormick Pit. Extraction is restricted to the weekdays 07:00-19:00.
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Recommended Noise Controls/Predicted Noise
Impact

7.1
Site Preparation/Rehabilitation
During site preparation for the McCormick Pit, equipment working at or near the surface
will receive minimal acoustical shielding. A similar scenario may occur during
rehabilitation. In order to minimize the noise impact associated with these activities, it is
recommended that:
•

All equipment should comply with the MOECC guidelines in Publication NPC-115
“Construction Equipment” which define the maximum noise levels which construction
equipment may omit.

•

Site preparation and rehabilitation operations shall be restricted to weekdays 07:0019:00 and Saturdays from 07:00-15:00.

•

Property line berms should be constructed as soon as possible during site
preparation so as to provide the surrounding residences with some acoustical
shielding of the remaining overburden stripping operations.

By defining a maximum permissible noise emission for construction equipment rather
than directly limiting the noise impact at a sensitive point of reception, the MOE is
recognizing that construction is a temporary and largely unavoidable source of noise.
7.2
Extraction
In order to ensure that the noise impact from the extraction of aggregate will comply with
the guidelines set forth by the MOECC, noise control measures must be incorporated
into the operation. The recommended noise controls, outlined in Appendix B, are
incorporated into the site and operating plans. The operation shall be consistent with the
site and operating plans in terms of:
•

Restrictions on the numbers and types of extraction equipment, the noise emissions
of the equipment, and the areas of operation.

•

The extraction and transport equipment operating in McCormick Pit shall be limited
to:
1. One (1) Dragline (2400 Clark or equivalent)
2. One (1) Primary Crusher
3. Two (2) Extraction Loader (CAT 980H or equivalent)
4. 5 Off-road truck trips/hr (10 passes/hr)
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Berming and local shielding requirements.

Any proposed changes to the aspects of the extraction operations dealt with above as
relating to noise control should be reviewed by a qualified acoustical consultant for
compliance with the relevant noise criteria.
The noise impact of the proposed extraction operations has been predicted at the
representative residences assuming incorporation of the recommended noise control
measures. A summary of the noise prediction methodology and sample predictions are
contained in Appendix C.
The predicted noise levels are based on the scenarios that are expected to produce
maximum noise impact. The majority of the time, the work would be occurring in other
areas of the site resulting in lower noise impacts. The predicted worst-case noise
impacts from extraction and on-site shipping operations at the representative residences
are listed in the following table and compared to the allowable levels based on MOECC
guidelines (refer to Table 1).
Conveyers can be used in place of rock trucks to transport the extraction materials from
the working face to the licensed site to the west. Conveyers are typically quieter than
rock trucks, which were modelled in this report being the worst-case scenario. As such,
they do not pose a significant influence to the surrounding receptors.
Table 2: Predicted Worst-Case Pit Noise Levels - One Hour LEQ (dBA)
Residence
R01
R02
R03
R05
R06
R07
R08
R09
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14

07:00-19:00
Extraction & Shipping
Predicted
Allowable
45
45
43
45
43
45
47
50
42
45
39
45
39
45
35
45
37
45
38
45
37
45
34
45
43
50
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At each of the representative residences, the predicted worst-case noise impacts are in
compliance with the recommended Ministry of Environment and Climate Change sound
level limits.
7.3
Shipping
Since McCormick pit is now proposed to operate as an extension of the Caledon Sand &
Gravel pit – that is, the shipping will be through the licensed site to the west, with no
trucking access proposed off Heart Lake Road, offsite shipping noise impact will not be
considered for this report.
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Conclusion

Aercoustics Engineering Limited was retained by Blueland Farms Limited to conduct a
Noise Impact Study (NIS), as required by the Ministry of the Environment and Climate
Change (MOECC) and Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), to support
an application for a Category 1 Class A license for 20.75 hectares on Part of Lot 12,
Concession 2 EHS, in the Town of Caledon, Region of Peel.
The addition of a permanent crusher/conveyer site located in the north-west area of the
site, with the incorporation of the recommended noise control measures, the aggregate
extraction operations in the proposed McCormick Pit will comply with the MNRF and
MOECC guidelines for noise from stationary sources.
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Appendix A
Recommended Noise Control Measures
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1. The sound emissions of all construction equipment involved in site preparation
and rehabilitation activities shall comply with the sound level limits specified in
MOECC publication NPC-115 “Construction Equipment”.
2. Except where further restrictions apply as outlined below, the extraction and
equipment operating in the pit shall be limited to two extraction loaders, one drag
line or excavator, two rock trucks, and the conveyors required to transport
material from the extraction area(s) to the processing plant to the west of the site.
3. The reference sound emission levels of the equipment shall not exceed:
Equipment
Processing Plant (including Crusher and
conveyors)
extraction loader (each)
rock truck (each)
drag line or excavator

Reference Sound Level
(One Hour LEQ @ 30 metres)
82
74
74
72

4. Extraction operations shall be restricted to the time period 07:00-19:00. Site
preparation and rehabilitation operations shall be restricted to weekdays 07:0019:00 and Saturdays from 07:00-15:00.
5. Once extraction is taking place in Phase1:
a. the crusher shall be located at a minimum distance of 160 m from the
north extraction limit and 30 m from the west extraction limit. The plant
shall remain in this location for the project lifetime as seen in Figure 2.
b. a 4 m high local acoustic barrier shall be located within 50 m of the
crusher, between the plant and Receptors R01 to R06 as seen in Figure
2.
6. Perimeter acoustical berms shall be constructed as indicated on the site plans.
The minimum required top-of-berm heights are specified. The phasing of berm
construction shall be as indicated on the site plans.
a. Prior to Phase 1, a berm should be constructed along the entire north
perimeter, such that the berm height is at least 4m.
b. Prior to Phase 4, a berm should be construction along the entire south
edge of Phase 4, at an elevation of 422m ASL.
c. Prior to Phase 4, a berm should be constructed along the east perimeter,
such that the berm height is at least 4m.
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7. The phasing and direction of extraction shall be as indicated on the site plans.
a. Within Phase 2, due to the topography of the land, the extraction
equipment should operate within 30m of the face such that the
equipment is shielded by the extraction face on both the north and east
side at all times.
b. Within Phase 3, due to the topography of the land, the extraction
equipment should operate within 30m of the face such that the
equipment is shielded by the extraction face on both the north and east
side at all times.
c. Within Phase 4, due to the topography of the land, the extraction
equipment should operate within 30m of the face such that the
equipment is shielded by the extraction face on the south side at all
times.
8. The depth of each lift shall where possible be a minimum of 7 metres. If this
requirement cannot be met for the 2nd (or 3rd) lift, the lifts shall be extracted in
close succession such that the combined face height is a minimum of 7 metres.
9. Any proposed changes to the aspects of the extraction and processing
operations dealt with above as relating to noise control shall be reviewed by a
qualified acoustical consultant for compliance with the relevant noise criteria.
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Appendix B
Noise Prediction Methodology
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The relevant noise sources were identified and a one-hour LEQ was defined for each.
Noise levels for the work cycles were taken as continuous throughout the design hour.
Worst-case scenarios were defined on the basis of maximum noise impact at each of the
representative points of reception. Propagation paths were defined in terms of
topography, distances and elevations. Noise levels were predicted using the
methodology of the International Standard ISO 9613-2 Acoustics - Attenuation of Sound
During Propagation Outdoors.
Standard point-source distance attenuation was applied to all pit noise sources. Barrier
attenuation was calculated using standard diffraction theory. Single barrier attenuation
was limited to 20 dB while double barrier attenuation was limited to 25 dB. Attenuation
from air absorption and ground effect was included in the predictions. Noise levels were
predicted under conditions of downwind propagation. It is under these conditions that the
noise impact will typically be at a maximum.
Predictions of extraction and processing noise impact at the sensitive points of reception
are included to illustrate the methodology.
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Aggregates
Has completed work in the aggregates industry which involved the preparation and
support of over a dozen noise impact studies to determine technical feasibility of
aggregate license applications to the Ministry of Natural Resources. This work included
preparing the noise impact studies, supporting the findings at public meetings, and
performing acoustic audits to confirm compliance with the noise requirements
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Land Use Planning
In the field of environmental acoustics, Mr. Adarve Villanueva has assisted in completing
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studies for proposed residential developments. These projects included conducting
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and Climate Change noise guidelines.
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